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Comminution in stirred media mills enables the production of ultrafine particles down to the nanometer
range. The grinding results are mainly determined by two contrary mechanisms: particle breakage and
agglomeration of the so-created fragments. These competing phenomena often lead to a plateau in particle
size above a certain energy input. The degree of agglomeration and therefore the final aggregate size can be
controlled by the addition of stabilizers and by the applied shear forces. In this paper the agglomeration
behavior of silica particles under different milling and stability conditions is presented. Furthermore the
particle breakage behavior in the nanometer range as the other size-determining mechanism will be
discussed. In long term grinding experiments with different materials the kinetics of particle breakage as well
as the grinding limit as the minimal achievable particle size could be obtained.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Nanoparticles are increasingly used in many areas of chemical and
pharmaceutical as well as in ceramic and microelectronic industry.
Besides the direct synthesis of these materials by chemical methods,
wet grinding in stirred media mills is a suitable technique for the
production of nanoparticles in the liquid phase with high solid
concentrations [1–3]. The manufacturing of fine particles is influenced
by particle breakage and interparticle interactions. The interactions
become relevant especially for particles smaller than 1 µm because of
an increasing collision rate of the particles due to their Brownian
motion [4]. In most grinding experiments a limit in particle size is
reached where further energy input does apparently not lead to
smaller particle sizes. Stenger et al. [1] demonstrated that this
observed limit is dependent on the stability of the suspension. By
means of electrostatic, steric or electrosteric stabilization and shear
stress this so called apparent grinding limit can be shifted to smaller
particle sizes. Whereas the apparent grinding limit can be controlled
by the interparticle interactions, the true grinding progress only refers
to the actual breakage of particles. The existence of this true grinding
limit as the minimal achievable particle size in grinding experiments,
where no further particle breakage occurs even after excessive energy
input, is an essential question in nanogrinding. By means of X-ray
diffraction analysis the evolution of internal microstructural features
such as the crystallite size (coherent domain size) and the lattice
strain can be examined to understand the breakage mechanism in the
nanometer range.
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Investigations in microstructural changes during comminution
processes are already established in the field of mechanical alloying,
where extremelyfinemicrostructures of elementarymetals or alloys can
be produced by mechanical stressing in high-energy ball mills [5–7].
Alloying processes are realized as dry grinding processes commonly
using planetary ball mills. There, different mechanisms concerning the
particle breakage and the grinding limit of themetal alloy particles take
place compared to ultrafine wet grinding of oxide particles in stirred
media mills. Therefore, rather limited experience can be transferred
from mechanical alloying to the grinding behavior of oxide particles
stressed in stirred media mills. Nevertheless, Forssberg et al. investi-
gated microstructural changes during grinding of hematite particles
in different types of mills, among them a stirred media mill. By means
of X-ray diffraction analysis the development of crystallite size and
microstrain determined by different evaluation methods of the
measured patterns were presented [8,9]. A so called steady state of the
crystallite size at 11 nmdetermined byRietveld analysiswasobserved in
the stirred media mill after a specific energy input of 82,000 kJ/kg.

Further studies into the grinding limit in comminution processes
were described by Koch [10], Karagedov and Lyakhov [11], Boldyrev
et al. [12] and Cho et al. [13]. Koch and Karagedov investigated the
minimum achievable grain size in dry grinding processes in planetary
ball mills. Here the smallest crystallite size was attributed to a
dynamic equilibrium between the mechanical splitting of crystallites
and their coalescence by thermal processes. Eckert [14] found that the
minimum grain sizes of the fcc metals in such dry grinding processes
scale inversely with their melting temperatures. Boldyrev et al.
described that a general grinding limit is equal to the size where
ductile–brittle transition occurs. Below that size the relaxation
mechanism is assumed to change from brittle fracture to ductile
flow. Boldyrev refers to Schönert, who affirmed that stressed particles
that are larger than a certain size experience breakage if the stress
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the stirred media mill LabStar LS 1.
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intensity is sufficient, while smaller particles undergo plastic
deformation only [15]. In 1996 Cho et al. presented results from long
term grinding experiments of crystalline quartz in a stirredmediamill.
A grinding limit of about 40 nm diameter was obtained under the
applied milling conditions.

In this paper we present results of long term grinding experiments
of different materials in a stirred media mill and discuss the
influencing parameters on breakage kinetics and the grinding limit.
With the knowledge about the breakage behavior in the nanometer
range comminution processes in the field of wet ultrafine grinding can
be controlled and optimized in order to avoid excessive energy input
which in turn increases the efficiency of milling.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

2.1.1. Milling material
Colloidal silica (Ludox TM-50, Sigma-Aldrich) was used as model

system for agglomeration experiments. Ludox TM-50 is an aqueous
dispersion of silica particleswith a primary particle size of around30nm
diameter. The original suspension has a pH value of 8.84 and a solid
concentration of 50 wt.%. The experiments have been carried out with a
5 wt.% Ludox suspension. Therefore, the Ludox was diluted in aqueous
KOH solution with the same pH value as the original suspension.

The materials used in the milling experiments along with their
initial particle sizes are summarized in Table 1.

2.1.2. Solvents
Ethanol (96% denatured with 1% MEK, VWR, Germany) and

distilled water were used as dispersants.

2.1.3. Grinding media
Wear resistant, commercially available yttrium-stabilized zirconia

(ZrO2) milling beads in the size range of 0.4–0.63 mm (TOSOH, Japan)
were used in the milling and agglomeration experiments. According
to the manufacturer the grinding media have a density of 6065 kg/m3

and a chemical composition of 95% ZrO2 and 5% Y2O3.

2.2. Experimental set-up

Allmilling experiments in aqueous suspensionswere carried out in a
six disc stirredmedia mill with a content of 0.95 l. The suspension flows
axially through the mill and a sieving cartridge with gaps of 100 µm
preventsmilling beads from leaving the grinding chamber. The grinding
chamber is lined for wear protection reasons with ceramic walls (SiSiC)
and the stirrer is equipped with discs of polyurethane (PU). The
experimental set-up provides a circuit mode comminution of the
product. The suspension is pumpedwith a hose pump from the grinding
chamber into a stirred vessel, where samples can be taken and stabi-
lizers added. From the vessel the suspension flows back into the mill.

The commercial laboratory mill LabStar LS 1 (Netzsch, Germany)
was used for the milling experiments in ethanol. A schematic diagram
of the milling chamber is shown in Fig. 1. The mill has an explosion-
Table 1
Particle size parameters of the inserted materials (measured with laser diffraction).

Material Trade name Manufacturer/supplier x10,3 x50,3 x90,3

SiO2 Mikrosil
LS 500

Westdeutsche Quarzwerke
Dr. Müller GmbH

2.3 µm 5.2 µm 11.0 µm

SiO2 Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG 3.4 µm 14.3 µm 39.1 µm
Al2O3 CT 1200 SG Almatis 1.2 µm 2.4 µm 4.4 µm
CaCO3 Carl Roth GmbH & Co. KG 0.8 µm 7.0 µm 13.4 µm
SnO2 Merck GmbH 0.2 µm 1.6 µm 5.2 µm
ZrO2 Sigma-Aldrich 1.0 µm 1.8 µm 3.3 µm
proof design and is equipped with a centrifugal separating system for
the grindingmedia. This allows the use of small milling beads down to
0.1 mm. The milling chamber with a volume of 0.68 l as well as the
stirrer is lined with ZrO2. The experimental set-up for this mill
corresponds to the apparatus described above. Both grinding
chambers are equipped with a double wall for cooling, which is
connected to an internal cooling water system.

2.3. Sample characterization

2.3.1. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
The particle size distributions of the milled samples were obtained

by measuring the intensity fluctuations of the scattered light of a
3 mW semiconductor laser with a wavelength of 780 nm using the
Honeywell Microtrac Ultrafine Particle Analyzer (UPA).

2.3.2. Specific surface area (BET)
BET (Brunauer–Emmett–Teller) measurements to determine the

specific surface area of the particles were carried out on a
Quantachrome NOVA 2000 gas sorption analyzer. The samples were
degassed for 12 h at 150 °C under vacuum to remove adsorbed solvent
molecules. The specific surface area was determined using a 7-point
method with nitrogen as adsorption gas.

2.3.3. X-ray Diffraction (XRD)
The XRD data was collected using a Siemens D 5000 powder

diffractometer with graphite secondary monochromator using Cu Kα

radiation (λ=0.15406 nm). The XRD patterns of the samples were
recorded with a step width of 0.02° and a counting time of 3.5 s/step.
A divergence silt and an anti-scatter slit of 0.5° as well as a detector slit
of 0.2 mmwere used. The samples were measured in a 2Θ range from
20°≤2Θ≤80°.

2.3.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
SEM images were obtained using a Carl Zeiss SMT Gemini Ultra 55

with EDX-detector from Thermo Electron. The concentrated suspen-
sionwas diluted and dispersed by sonification before spreading it on a
cleaned Si-Wafer via spin-coating. The prepared wafer was dried
under dust free conditions.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Distinction between apparent and true grinding limit

Theparticle size distributionof amilled suspension is oftenmeasured
by laser diffraction and in the case of smaller particles (b1 µm) by
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS). In most grinding experiments it is
observed that after a certain milling time no further decrease of the
particle size occurs and a plateau in particle size is reached.

Fig. 2 illustrates the development of the particle size of quartz
particles milled in ethanol without any additive as stabilizer. By
comparing the particle sizes from DLS measurements with the primary



Fig. 2. Distinction between apparent and true grinding limit.
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particle sizes determined by thenitrogen adsorption technique, it can be
observed that the primary particle sizes are much smaller than those
measured by the scattering method. This indicates that the particles
have formed agglomerates caused by unstable suspension conditions
which cannot be detected by BET. Micropore analysis of the feed
material and the final powder at low relative pressures were
accomplished to exclude the existence of micropores in the materials
which can distort themeasured particle size. In Fig. 3 a SEM image of the
ground quartz particles is presented. The primary particles with sizes
in the nanometer range are agglomerated to structures with a mean
diameter between 200 and 400 nm.

The observed plateau in particle size is defined as the apparent
grinding limit which is mainly influenced by the stability of the
suspension. As can be seen in Fig. 2 the development of the primary
particle size also reaches a constant value which is defined as true or
real grinding limit. This true grinding limit is the minimal achievable
particle size in grinding experiments and can be reached under stable
milling conditions where the particle size is not influenced by an
agglomeration process but only through real breakage of particles. In
the following the influencing parameters on the apparent and true
grinding limit will be presented.

3.2. Influencing parameters on the apparent grinding limit

The separation of the competingmechanismswhich determine the
apparent grinding limit by the following experiments enables a closer
Fig. 3. SEM picture of quartz particles after grinding for 50 h.
examination of the single process of agglomeration. Besides different
stability conditions the influence of the stirrer tip speed on the
agglomeration behavior under real milling conditions is presented in
the following.

Fig. 4 shows the results of agglomeration experiments carried out
with a 5 wt.% aqueous Ludox suspensionwith different concentrations
of KNO3 and a stirrer tip speed of 4 m/s. Samples were taken directly
from the suspension outlet of the mill and were immediately diluted
in order to avoid further agglomeration. The volumeweighted particle
size distributionwas measured directly by DLS. As can be seen in Fig. 4
the particle sizes for all salt concentrations increase with milling time
until a plateau is reached. It appears that the steady state between
agglomeration and deagglomeration occurs in a size range between
200 nm and 400 nm. The kinetics as well as the height of the plateau
however depends on the salt concentration in the suspension. For
higher salt contents the suspension is more unstable due to
compression of the electrostatic double layer [16].

In Fig. 5 the influence of the stirrer tip speed on the agglomeration
behavior is shown. A 5 wt.% Ludox suspension with a constant salt
concentration of 0.6 M KNO3 is stressed in the mill with a tip speed of
4 m/s and 8 m/s. In comparison the development of the agglomerate
size under perikinetic conditions, where only Brownian motion leads
to a collision between the particles, is illustrated. It can be observed
that under additional shear stressing of the suspension the kinetics of
agglomeration is much faster than that of the perikinetic agglomera-
tion. Furthermore the final particle size in the steady state regime is
Fig. 4. Influence of different salt concentrations on the agglomeration under milling
conditions.



Fig. 5. Influence of the tip speed on the agglomeration under milling conditions
compared with perikinetic agglomeration.
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smaller with increasing stirrer tip speed. An enhanced rotational
speed of the stirrer leads to higher shear forces in themilling chamber.
This may cause an increased deagglomeration rate and results in
smaller agglomerate sizes. Additionally Sommer [17] found by small
angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments that the fractal dimen-
sion of sheared agglomerates increases with higher shear rates. In
other words, agglomerates under high shear conditions seem to be
more densified, which also results in smaller equivalent diameters
measured by DLS. Such densification of agglomerates after applying
shear forces has been reported previously [18,19].

To investigate the influence of agglomeration and deagglomeration
on the final particle size in a real comminution process, grinding
experiments with the SiO2 powder Mikrosil LS500 were carried out
under the same stability and milling conditions as the presented
agglomeration experiments above (see Fig. 6). Comparing the results
of the agglomeration experiment with the grinding experiment with a
tip speed of 8 m/s and a salt concentration of 0.6 M KNO3, it can be
observed that the plateau is nearly at the same particle size. The
slightly larger particle sizes in the grinding experiments may be
Fig. 6. Evolution of the particle size of agglomerated Ludox andmilled Mikrosil particles
under same milling conditions.
caused by the higher amount of milling bead attrition and other
impurities due to longer stressing times compared to those in the
agglomeration experiments leading to a more unstable suspension.
The comparison of pure agglomeration experiments with grinding
experiments under unstable conditions makes clear that the agglom-
eration of particles is the main influencing mechanism on the
apparent grinding limit. With an increasing solid and salt content
the equilibrium particle size is shifted to larger values, which can be
explained by a higher agglomeration rate.

3.3. Breakage behavior and the true grinding limit of different materials

Through improving the suspension stability the agglomeration of
particles can be reduced or in some cases completely avoided. The
particle size in the milled suspension is then only determined by real
particle breakage. This can be described by the evolution of the
primary particle size with milling time. Under the assumption that
particle breakage occurs at the grain boundaries, i.e. the weakest
points in a polycrystalline material, the development of the crystallite
size can be used to explain the breakage process. Fig. 7 illustrates the
X-ray diffraction patterns of zirconia particles of the initial state and
after 50 h of stressing in a stirred media mill. A loss in crystallinity
occurs with milling time. The peaks of the milled zirconia are
significantly broadened which may be caused by either decreasing
crystallite size and/or enhanced strain in the lattice of the domains.

The crystallite sizes and the microstrains of the milled powders
were determined from the X-ray patterns with a Rietveld refinement
[20] using the commercial software package TOPAS (Bruker AXS). For
modelling microstructural effects TOPAS is supported by the Double-
Voigt Approach (e.g. Balzar [21]). The possibility for a separate size–
strain analysis is given by the effect that size broadening is angle
independent, whereas strain broadening depends on the diffraction
angle [21].

In Fig. 8 the evolution of the primary particle size, the crystallite
size and the strain of zirconia particles over the specific energy input is
shown. It can be observed that the crystallite size decreases until a
plateau at a critical crystallite size (volumeweighted) of about 4.5 nm
and a primary particle size (areaweighted) of approximately 4 nm are
achieved. Comparing the crystallite sizes with the primary particle
sizes one can assert that above a certain energy input the initially
polycrystalline zirconia particles become monocrystalline. From this
point on particle breakage can only occur if a crystallite size reduction
preceded. The strain inside the crystallites increases at the beginning
of the milling experiment until a maximal value is reached and
afterwards decline to nearly zero. Due to the intensive stressing of the
particles between the milling beads lattice imperfections are
generated, enhancing the total amount of elastically stored energy
Fig. 7. Diffraction patterns of zirconia before and after 50 h milling.



Fig. 8. Evolution of primary particle size, crystallite size and strain of zirconia with
specific energy input.

Fig. 9.Development of crystallite sizes for different materials with specific energy input.

Fig. 10. Influence of Young's modulus on the grinding limit.
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in a crystallite. After reaching a critical crystallite size it is assumed
that the domains become so small that it is no longer possible for the
lattice to store defects [22]. As a result of this mechanism the strain
decreases to a minimum. In Fig. 8 the disappearance of lattice strain
corresponds to the point where no further reduction of the crystallite
size occurs and the true grinding limit is reached. It is supposed
that below a certain particle size the transferred stress intensity from
the milling beads is no longer sufficient to achieve a brittle fracture
with a single impact. Hence, further breakage can only occur if the
elastically stored energy provided from lattice imperfections and
external mechanical impact is sufficient to fulfill the integral energy
balance and enable a fracture to traverse the entire particle [23]. This
behavior of a fatigue fracture explains the reduced breakage kinetics
in the nanometer range. Accordingly, it can be concluded that the
generation of defects enables the breakage in the nanometer range
whereas their absence below a critical size determines the grinding
limit.

The kinetics of particle breakage as well as the grinding limit
depends on a multitude of influencing variables. These influencing
variables can be separated into three groups:

• Material parameters (material properties of the milling powder,
properties of the solvent, stability conditions)

• Process parameters (rotational speed of the stirrer, milling bead size
and material, etc.)

• Machine parameters (design of the mill, kind of stressing, etc.).

We have investigated the influence of different materials on the
breakage behavior of particles in the nanometer range and their
grinding limit. For this study five different materials (ZrO2, Al2O3,
SnO2, SiO2 and CaCO3) were stressed in a stirredmediamill. Themilling
experiments were carried out under the same following conditions:
milling bead size 0.4–0.5 mm, filling ratio of the grinding chamber with
milling beads 80% and stirred tip speed 8m/s.Whereas particles of SnO2

and CaCO3 were milled in water, the other materials were milled in
ethanol. However, as ethanol and water do not vary much in their
viscosity, the influence of the different solvents can be neglected.

After stressing the particles for about 50 h, most of the materials
have reached their grinding limit. The continually decreasing final
mean crystallite sizes of some materials may be caused by a crystallite
size distribution which gets narrower as large crystallites are still
breaking while the smaller ones have already reached their grinding
limit. Additionally an amorphization of the particle surface due to
intensive mechanical stressing can also lead to slightly smaller
crystallite sizes without implying a breakage of the crystallites.

Fig. 9 illustrates that each material shows a different breakage
behavior expressed in different breakage kinetics as well as in a
different grinding limit. In general the kinetics of crystallite breakage
can be approximated by a power function:

x = a � E−b
m ð1Þ

where Em is the mass specific energy input and a and b are parameters
depending on material and process properties.

For ductile materials like calcium carbonate the smallest crystallite
size reached in the milling experiment under the chosen conditions
was about 55 nm whereas for very brittle materials like zirconia a
grinding limit of less than 5 nm was observed. Ductile materials
respond to mechanical stressing with distinct plastic deformation
whereas in brittle materials the applied energy is mainly used for
particle fracture.We have to point out that the reached grinding limits
are not fixed values. It should become clear that under different
milling conditions, for example by changing the rotational speed of
the stirrer other stress intensities and therefore different values of the
true grinding limit might be achieved.

A direct correlation of the minimal crystallite sizes with material
properties is difficult for the time being, because of a superposition of
material and process parameters both influencing the breakage
behavior. To illustrate this problem the minimal crystallite sizes are
shown for each material in relation to their Young's moduli in Fig. 10.

The Young's modulus is a measure for the resistance of a material
against elastic deformation. If the Young's modulus is small, the
material usesmuch of the inserted energy for deformation so that only
a small amount is available for breakage. This might be an explanation
for the large grinding limit of calcium carbonate in comparison with
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zirconia or tin oxide. Becker et al. [24] observed that the portion of
energy which can be transferred from the grinding media to the
product particles during the stressing event strongly depends on the
ratio of Young's moduli of the product particles and the grinding
media caused by a deformation of milling beads. In the case of fused
alumina particles compared with calcium carbonate particles both
stressed with yttrium-stabilized zirconium oxide milling beads the
transferred stress intensity is more than 50% lower for the alumina
particles. Thus the total energymight not be sufficient to reach further
crystallite size reduction as explained above and a larger final
crystallite size of alumina is achieved than expected due to its large
Young's modulus. To correlate the material properties with the
grinding limit and the breakage kinetics a separation of process and
material parameters is necessary. In addition, the Young's modulus is
probably not the only influencing material parameter to describe the
breakage behavior of particles. As Meier et al. [25] have shown for
larger pharmaceutical particles in single particle impact comminution
experiments, the breakage behavior mainly depends on the brittle-
ness index which is defined as ratio of hardness to fracture toughness.
Moreover, it is unclear for the time being how the material properties
are changing with particle size especially in the nanometer range and
degree of distortion. Further investigations on this topic are in
progress and will be presented in forthcoming papers.
4. Conclusions

The agglomeration of particles in a comminution process is themain
influencing mechanism on the apparent grinding limit. With agglom-
eration experiments inside a stirred media mill under different stability
conditions it was shown, that the final agglomerate size depends on the
suspension stability aswell as on the available shear forces in themilling
chamber. Compared with real grinding experiments under the same
stability conditions nearly the same steady state in particle size is
reached. The particle size in an agglomerate-free suspension is only
determined by actual particle breakage. A grinding limit is identified in
long term experiments for different materials and could be character-
ized by the crystallite size measured by X-ray diffraction. This true
grinding limit is the minimal achievable particle size under the applied
milling conditions. It is assumed that the grinding limit is reached due to
an insufficient amount of elastically stored energy in the particles.
During the grinding process lattice imperfections are generated which
enhance the amount of stored energy and lead together with the
transferred energy from the milling beads to further particle breakage.
The procedure of generating defects until the available elastic energy is
large enough to fulfill the integral energy balance reduces the breakage
kinetics in the nanometer range. The grinding limit is reachedwhen the
crystallites become so small that no defects can be stored in the lattice
anymore. The total available energy at this critical crystallite size is
insufficient and could not be increased by further milling. Accordingly,
the generation of defects enables nanogrinding by increasing the
elastically stored energy, but determineswith its disappearance belowa
critical size concurrently the overall limit of grinding.

The kinetics of particle breakage and the true grinding limit
depend on material properties as well as on process parameters
influencing the stress intensity. A correlation between those para-
meters and the particle size will be determined by a separation of the
material function and the machine function in future works.
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